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deal further and could turn in at night and drop
peacefully off to sleep in the front line trenches as
soon as my head touched the ground, though the
enemy were within thirty yards and rifle fire was
incessant.   The power to forget, however, though
invaluable, is also dangerous.   Years afterwards I
was walking with Mr. Ramsay MacDonald from the
Athenaeum to the House.   He was about to leave the
Cabinet after eight years of continuous and exacting
strain. He was over seventy and he badly needed a
holiday. As we passed the saluting policeman at the
head of the Duke of York's Steps, he complained that
nowadays he occasionally forgot things,   "Every
now and then,** he said sadly, u I think of something
that I must say or do, and a moment or two later for
the life of me I can't remember what it was.1* I tried
to explain that this sort of thing happened to me,
and, as far as 1 knew, to most of my contemporaries,
so constantly that we took it as a matter of course.
But I don't think that I convinced Mr, MacDonald,
And as we reached the foot of the steps it occurred
to me in a flash of unwonted psychological insight
that this no doubt was the price which the War
generation was having to pay for having once
cultivated in self-defence the gentle art of living in
the present. The price of war is often tardily exacted.
General Dawes, President Hoover's ambassador to
London, once told me that his father had suffered a
nervous breakdown, admittedly due to his service in
the American Civil War, twenty-eight years after it
had ended. However, in March, 1915,1 was conscious
only of the advantages of living in the present*
Life, I thought, is good. I am glad I didn't go to

